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The wonders of CRISPR to cancer therapy
Introduction:
Statement of the Problem:
Cancer is the second reason for mortality worldwide, and the average age of occurrence 
experienced a decrease each year. Traditional treatments include surgery, chemotherapy, 
and radiotherapy, but the high rate of recurrence, resistance to chemotherapy, and other 
side effects are incredibly caused. While gene therapy offers stable treatment compared 
to traditional treatments. The present study reviews new methods of cancer treatment 
through gene therapy and CRISPR. 

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation:
Mutations or epigenetic changes in proto-oncogenes, tumor suppressor genes, and 
DNA repair genes disrupt the regulation of subsequent signaling pathways and trigger 
cancer. The CRISPR system is used as a powerful DNA editing tool for various cell 
types. Cas endonuclease is directed to doublestranded DNA by non-coding RNA 
transcripts strands at the desired location, followed by direct or random ligation of the 
DNA. Effective delivery of the CRISPR/Cas gene editing system to cancer cells is crucial 
for its utility in cancer therapy. In general, three delivery strategies (in vitro, ex vivo and 
in vivo) have been investigated for cancer gene therapy. 

Findings:
The CRISPR/Cas9 system has aided in the generation of engineered CAR-T cells 
targeting leukemia or lymphoma. The effective strategy to edit the genome which may 
affect the treatment of lung adenocarcinoma is the PNO1/CRISPR/Cas9 technique. 
Evidenced treatment of cervical carcinoma by CRISPR/Cas9 through targeting HPV 
E6 and E7. The DNMT1 gene was targeted by CRISPR/Cas9 due to its high level of 
aberrant methylation in tumor cells and slowed tumor growth in vivo. 

Conclusion & Significance:
In the future, thanks to the significant advances in gene therapy and CRISPR, including 
the ability to effectively delete and edit genes, the accuracy and high efficiency of 
the CRISR/CAS9 system also other CRISPR systems, including Cas12a,Cas3(with 
Cascade), Cas13, dCas9,and nCas9,we can witness the complete treatment of cancer 
patients.
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